
ENSC 201 Environmental Toxicology and Chemical Risks 
 
Week 2, lecture 4, January 20, 2004:  Ecological Risk Assessment for chemicals in the 
environment: the scientific, social and regulatory context. 
Pamela M. Welbourn - e-mail rpwelbourn@sympatico.ca 
 
Reference reading: W&W chapter 10; table 12.2 from Chapter 12 (table is provided on 
course web site). Also check the Glossary in the text for any unfamiliar terms 
 
Terms/concepts to be learned 
Retrospective and prospective studies 
Extrapolation 
Perturbation 
Objectives 
Criteria 
Standards 
Guidelines 
Risk-based criteria and guidelines 
Hazard 
Risk 
Ecological Risk Assessment (ERA) 
Human Health Risk Assessment 
The Problem formulation stage 
The Analysis stage 
Risk characterization 
Risk management 
Uncertainty 
Safety factors 
Site Specific Risk Assessment (SSRA) 
Brownfields 
 
Risk Assessment: the context. 
Prior to the 1960s, and even to some extent since that time, our information about the 
damage from environmental chemicals came mainly from retrospective (after-the-fact) 
information. Examples:  

      DDT and predatory birds; 
       Minamata disease – methylmercury poisoning; 
       Various marine oil spills, e.g., Torrey Canyon 1967; Exxon Valdez 1989. 

      Eutrophication of surface waters, e.g., L. Erie (not strictly toxicological, but  
      exemplifies the poison-related-to- dose concept) 

       Introduction of non-indigenous species          
 
Prospective approaches are now not only expected but ideally are the rule. The regulation 
of potentially toxic chemicals, both in the workplace and in the more general 
environment, with the objective of protection of all forms of life from damage.  
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The regulation of potentially toxic chemicals: objective is protection of all forms of life 
from damage.  Various values, almost always in the form a given concentration for 
specific substances and specific media, are developed, typically by government 
regulatory agencies. These are based on scientific information about the effects of these 
chemicals.  For more details on other forms of environmental protection through 
regulation, see W&W chapter 12 and table 12.2 (provided). 
 
Where do the numbers come from?  
Refer to the various LC 50, LD 50 and other toxicological endpoints, as well as terms 
such as NOEL (no observable effect level), LOEL (lowest observable effects level).  
These typically come from controlled laboratory experiments and the results are 
extrapolated to be more general in application.   
 
There are problems though. Extrapolation from laboratory to the real world is almost 
always problematic. Extrapolation from one species of test organism to another may not 
be reliable (recall the use of rats, mice, guinea pigs etc. as models for human toxicology) 
Furthermore, some of the published research on toxic substances was not designed with 
the idea of providing regulatory advice. For example, some research has the objective of 
examining a biochemical or physiological mechanism; other research uses novel test 
methods that do not lend themselves to generalizations. 
  
Government agencies do not often carry out basic research, but tend to search the 
literature in order to establish safe levels of chemicals.  Some do fund research but this is 
usually “targeted”.  
 
As an aside, it is instructive to not that nevertheless, the pursuit of information on 
“applied” problems has frequently enhanced the basic understanding of scientific 
problems. Ecology and limnology have been advanced in the course of investigating 
problems such as lake acidification, forest dieback, and eutrophication. The converse is 
also true: fundamental understanding of natural systems will enable us to predict and 
control adverse effects of perturbations on human and other living systems.   

 
Some common terms that appear in the regulatory literature: 
 
Objectives – the “ideal” as for pristine systems;  
 
Criteria – concentrations that are desirable, in that they are “no effect” levels and 
should not be exceeded; 
 
Standards – enforceable concentrations, often based on criteria.  

 
Guidelines (not yet entrenched in law but can be used in legal context) 
 
Risk-based criteria and guidelines. In some instances, for example in assessing the 
damage likely to occur to human and ecological health from industrially 
contaminated land, a risk-based approach is used. Criteria here may well be higher 
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(less stringent) than those for more pristine situations, but the use of the land may be 
much more limited. 
 
We can perhaps consider that the risk-based approach is a compromise, but a practical 
and realistic acceptance of the fact that we can rarely return to the pristine or original 
state of an ecosystem (even if we knew what that was). 

  
There is a distinction between hazard and risk 
Hazard: The ability to cause an adverse response 
Risk:  The probability that a dose of sufficient size will be delivered to cause the 
 hazard  to be realized  
 
Risk  = (Hazard) x ( Probability, size of exposure) 
Risk  =   Degree of safety 
 
Risk assessment is concerned with estimating the probability of undesired events.  
As a concept, Risk Assessment is not new: it was developed by actuaries to estimate the 
risk of insurance claims. It is used by engineers to estimate the risks of system failure 
such as ‘plane crashes and by economists to estimate business failures. In the present 
context, risk assessment (RA) is used to estimate the risks that chemicals pose to human 
or ecosystem health.  
 
The principle is relatively straightforward and over the past two decades, the process for 
Ecological Risk Assessment (ERA), or Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA), by a 
number of jurisdictions have been published as a clearly prescribed series of actions.  
 
Ecological Risk Assessment for potentially toxic chemicals. The assessment of the risk posed 
by or potentially toxic chemicals incorporates information on the inherent toxicity (hazard) of a substance 
or family of substances and the probability of exposure to a particular substance.  
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A whole course is given on ERA (ENSC 401) but this is a very brief overview of the 
process.  A Figure is provided from the US EPA Guidelines for Ecological Risk 
Assessment 1998 (http://www.epa.gov/ncea/ecorsk.htm)
 
1. The Problem Formulation stage – Risk manager and stakeholders provide the basic 
outline of the issues including the hazardous chemical(s), their pathways (and 
transformations as appropriate) in the environment and the receptors of concern. 
Endpoints that are measurable  (ideally quantifiable), called assessment endpoints, as 
well as socially and economically appropriate management endpoints are proposed. The 
receptors should be sensitive and ideally also of social or economic values. (A fish such 
as lake trout would be a good example) 
 
2. Analysis Stage  - Objective scientific/technical examination of the problem, including 
characterizing and reviewing the data on entry, pathways, exposure and effects.  Often 
when data are lacking or inadequate, mathematical models can be used e.g. to determine 
the distribution of a chemical among different phases of the environment. 
 
3. Risk characterization – the scientists and technologists present and communicate the 
findings in as clear a form as possible, to the risk manager. Any uncertainties, 
extrapolations etc. should be identified and the means by which they have been handled, 
explained. 
  
Risk management 
The way in which the risk assessment is used is termed Risk Management. It is crucial to 
but not a part of Risk Assessment. 
 
The Risk Manager has to consider the socio-economic and political aspects of the issue as 
well as the scientific. 
 
The manager may decide for a given situation that the risks are acceptable and no further 
action is required;  he/she might decide that some kind of action is required, e.g., removal 
of contaminated material or some other engineering solution or bioremediation; he/she 
might restrict use of a site. 
 
Uncertainty plagues much Risk Assessment 
Risk assessment deals with the here and now, it is not acceptable to simply state “more 
research is needed”. Incomplete or ambiguous information, gaps in knowledge such as 
the availability of acute but not chronic toxicity values and the need to extrapolate leads 
to degrees of uncertainty. There are means to address and deal with uncertainty 
 
 
Dealing with uncertainty 
Uncertainty is accommodated in various ways, but always with a conservative approach, 
i.e., to be extremely cautious.  Safety factors are frequently applied, for example an 
empirical tenfold or 100-fold factor is applied to ensure a safe level of a substance. This  
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will definitely decrease the probability of underestimating risk, but has little or no 
relevance to the actual uncertainty. For specific uncertainty, such as the acute to chronic 
ratio, sometimes amore reliable method of extrapolation can be determined. Whatever 
method is used to deal with uncertainty,  it has to be shown in the risk characterization. 
 
Examples and case studies of RA in environmental protection and management 
 
 
Ontario has a document titled “GUIDELINE FOR USE AT CONTAMINATED SITES 
IN ONTARIO” 1997 
Ontario advocates a risk-base approach for the assessment of potentially contaminated 
land. Some of these sites are currently being decommissioned and it is no longer 
acceptable to “walk away” and leave a site without an assessment of its safety.  More 
commonly, there is a legacy from past land use, such as we find in a city like Kingston as 
well as in more remote sites where mining, smelting and other industries have left water 
and or soil contaminated. 
 
Such sites are now called “Brownfields” 
 
Not all such sites can be returned to their original state, so depending on the history of the 
site, the chemicals on the site, the possibility of exposure to human and ecological 
components, the potential for migration into the ground water, the land use and several 
other factors, a detailed assessment is required before any development or change of 
ownership can take place. Risk based criteria are provided fro a large number of 
chemicals and various land uses, and some sites will “pass” he test if they do not exceed 
these criteria. Another option is a Site Specific Risk Assessment (SSRA). 
 
Examples are provided. 
 
The Davis Tannery site. Kingston Ontario 
 
Cataraqui Park, Belle Island Kingston ON 
 
More details will be given at the guest lecture by Mr. Joe Davis of the City of Kingston 
on March 24 2005. 
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